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EDITION

DESIGN & BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME

GET INSPIRED BY TOP ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS, DEVELOPERS

FIND OUT FROM THE EXPERTS

WHICH AREAS ARE HOT NOW, UP & COMING,
AND WHAT’S TRENDING ON THE MARKET

DESIGN & DECORATING
Immediately after choosing your architect, and before hiring a general contractor, consult with an interior designer or decorator of your choosing in
order to eleminate delays in the project and costly mistakes.

MIRIAM MOORE DESIGN STUDIO:
EVERYTHING’S COMING UP ROSE GOLD
As professional integrity goes, Miriam Moore of
Miriam Moore Design Studio says, “a home is
the private scenography of a client, and it is our
absolute responsibility as designers to capture
and understand this.” Miriam’s background in
architecture and haute couture fashion — she
opened high-end clothing boutiques in Miami
and Aspen — informs the visual elements of her
work. “Haute couture helped me understand
uncompromising detail and quality, as well as
develop a relationship with color,” she says.
This, coupled with her modernist take on
design without being a minimalist, helps her
to spark that much needed chemistry with her
clients.

“Clients who place their complete trust
and ‘let go’ become the most successfully
executed projects for me,” she says. Miriam
predicts South Florida will be seeing a lot of
warm metals such as rose gold, copper and
bronze with hand-rubbed patinas; jewelry-like

furniture pieces; architectural mouldings; and
a major return to natural woods in the coming
year.

carrying high-end furniture. As an advisor for a
Miami art gallery, he can purchase the best art
for his designs. What’s more, he’s teamed up
with a company as a product designer for two
lines of mass-produced furniture and plans
to share a showroom space where they’ll sell

art, jewelry and other generally amazing items
that exemplify de Lavaletta’s appreciation of
ambiance.

Miriam Moore Design Studio LLC
305.285.7182 | MooreDesignStudio.com

RIK DE LAVALETTA INTERIOR DESIGN:
A PENCHANT FOR PERFECTIONISM
As an admired and respected interior designer
for 17 years, Rik de Lavaletta leaves his empire
he built from the Netherlands, and Europe to
come to Miami to join his Cuban husband and
in just nine short months, has made a footprint
here.
If you value a designer’s ability to remain
objective when advising clients and his selfadmitted penchant for ‘perfectionism,’ de
Lavaletta’s your man. He says of the typical
whitewash Florida motif, “all it needs is
texture.” And though he is a recent transplant,
he has found a few gems already in the Design
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bathrooms and kitchens — and in Internum,
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Rik de Lavaletta Interior Design | 305.570.7970
RL-ID.com
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